Young Actors On An Old Stage

by Vintage Wright

Last night at the Theatre of the Avon, Melrose, and on the comedy of the month, "Young Actors On An Old Stage," the audience was treated to a delightful performance. The play, with its mixture of drama and comedy, was well-received by the audience, who laughed throughout the performance.

The play tells the story of a group of young actors who are trying to make it in the industry. The main character, a young actress, is played by a talented actress who is able to bring the character to life in a way that is both heartwarming and entertaining. The supporting cast, consisting of a group of young actors, is also well-cast and adds to the overall success of the play.

Overall, "Young Actors On An Old Stage" is a great addition to the theatre season and is a must-see for anyone interested in the world of acting. The play is currently playing at the Theatre of the Avon and is a great way to spend an evening.
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ATTITUDES: OUTRAGEOUS!

by Bill O'Reilly

I wanted to watch the controversy over the direction of the new film "The Circle". I read the reviews and watched the trailer. I was not impressed. The film seems to be about a young socialite who is forced to make difficult decisions about her life. The reviews say it's a thought-provoking film, but I'm not convinced.

The film's director, a young woman, is trying to make a statement about the importance of free speech. I'm not sure if she'll succeed, but I think the film will be interesting to watch. I'll probably see it in a few months.

The film stars a young actress who is gaining a lot of attention. I think she's a talented actress and I'm looking forward to seeing her in more roles. I hope she continues to have success in the industry.

GOOD NEWS

by Frank Lee Griffith

There's a new newspaper on the block, and it's making a splash in the N.Y. Times. The last time I heard about a new newspaper, it was to make ads disappear, but this one is different. It's a real newspaper, and it's making a name for itself.

"The News" is a small, local paper that's been around for a few months. It's run by a group of young people who are passionate about local news and politics. The paper covers everything from local politics to sports, and it's doing a great job.

I'm impressed. It's rare to see a new newspaper make a mark on the local scene, and "The News" is doing it. I think it's a great addition to the local media landscape.

The Activists Are Coming

by John Kane

Four years ago, the Club turned around and made up the tool that it was in the last business cycle. clubs were coming back to the market. Now, with the economy showing signs of strength, the Club is looking to expand its reach.

The Club has announced plans to open a new location in the city that will provide a space for social and business networking. The new location will be in a prime location, and it will provide a space for members to meet and network.

The Club is looking to attract more members, and it's looking to expand its reach. The Club is looking to attract more members, and it's looking to expand its reach. The Club is looking to attract more members, and it's looking to expand its reach.

Committee To End War Coordinates Activities

by John Kane

The Committee To End War has announced a new initiative to coordinate activities across the country. The goal is to bring attention to the ongoing conflict, and to put pressure on the government to end the war.

The Committee has announced a series of events, including a national march on Washington, D.C., and a series of rallies in major cities across the country. The Committee is also working with local groups to organize events in their communities.

The Committee is also working with local groups to organize events in their communities. The Committee is also working with local groups to organize events in their communities. The Committee is also working with local groups to organize events in their communities.
Young Actors On An Old Stage

by Diane Broglio

Last night at the Theatre of the Lower East Side Settlement, and on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of its founding, the Settlement presented a special matinee of the musical stage action of the 1800s. The program, put together by the Settlement's drama department, was an exercise in nostalgia and an attempt to bring to life the flavor of the era. The production, which included a variety of plays and musical numbers, was designed to give the audience a glimpse of the theatrical scene at the time.

At the center of the action was a group of young actors, who were dressed in period costumes and played a range of roles. The performances were energetic and engaging, and the audience was treated to a variety of scenes and stories from the past. The production was a success, and the Settlement plans to bring similar events to their community in the future.
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ATTITUDES: OUTRAGEOUS!

by Bill O'Reilly

Wishing much to contrast the current events in the world, I feel it is necessary to address the issue of corruption in the banking industry. The recent revelations of a money laundering scandal involving major banks has brought to light the extent to which the industry is willing to sacrifice ethical standards for profit.

These banks, in their pursuit of maximizing profits, have been known to engage in unethical practices, such as rigging auctions and colluding with criminal organizations. It is important to remember that these actions not only have a direct impact on the individuals involved, but also on the global economy as a whole.

As citizens, we must remain vigilant and demand transparency and accountability from these banks. It is only through collective action that we can bring about real change and ensure that the banking industry operates in the best interests of society.
CIRCLE ELECTIONS

Equal Time

On October 14, the House Internal Security Committee (formerly the House Un-American Activities Committee) held its first meeting of the 86th Congress. The committee, chaired by Republican Representative Richard M. Nixon, began its first hearing with a list of what it called "radical" groups. The committee's main purpose is to investigate the source of significant funding for the dominant elements in American communism. The committee claims that the Soviet Union, China, and the United States are the primary sources of funding for the groups it investigates.

The committee's opening salvo was aimed at the Southern Regional Council (SRC), a group that was formed to coordinate the activities of labor unions and other social organizations in the South. The SRC has been criticized for its role in protests against the Vietnam War and for its support of civil rights activists.

The SRC's defense counsel, William E. Ruckelshaus, rejected the committee's charges. "This is a smear campaign," he said. "We are not communists. We are simply trying to organize workers in the South." Ruckelshaus also pointed out that the SRC does not have a significant amount of funding and that its activities are legal and constitutional.

The committee's other targets included the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the NAACP, and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). The ACLU and the NAACP were criticized for their support of civil rights activists, while the SNCC was accused of being a "rabble-rousing" group.

The committee's leader, Richard M. Nixon, said that the hearings would continue until the committee has "cleared the air of this tragic country." He added that the committee would continue to investigate other groups in the future.

Nixon has been a critic of the New Deal and has accused President Kennedy of being a "communist." The committee's hearings are expected to continue for several weeks and are likely to be controversial.
Equal Time

On October 4, the House Internal Security Committee (formerly the House Un-American Activities Committee) released a list of “subversive” authors who are in America. The committee conducted its hearings to determine whether these authors should be held accountable for their activities.

The committee’s decision has sparked controversy, with many on the left criticizing it as a violation of free speech and others arguing that it is necessary to maintain national security.

The committee’s decision has also raised questions about the role of the government in regulating speech and the balance between civil liberties and national security interests.

The controversy surrounding the committee’s actions highlights the ongoing debate about the appropriateness of government intervention in the free exchange of ideas.

The committee’s actions also raise concerns about the potential chilling effect on free speech and the potential for the government to use such measures as a tool for silencing dissenting voices.

The committee’s decision has significant implications for the future of speech and expression in the United States and beyond.

The committee’s actions also raise questions about the role of the government in regulating speech and the balance between civil liberties and national security interests.

The controversy surrounding the committee’s actions highlights the ongoing debate about the appropriateness of government intervention in the free exchange of ideas.

The committee’s actions also raise concerns about the potential chilling effect on free speech and the potential for the government to use such measures as a tool for silencing dissenting voices.

The committee’s decision has significant implications for the future of speech and expression in the United States and beyond.
The Election ‘70

by Anne Berkner

The crisis is being another war of its own “dispensability” to the sick and maimed. Such is the task that the 60% of the deadmobilized city is presenting.

Of course, the city is already deadmobilized. At any rate, it may be said. But the establishment and the military are trying to convince us that the situation is not that by part by part, by saying that the situation is not that bad, by saying that the progress of the deadmobilized city in the next few years will be slow enough to allow us to react if we have the time. This is the same strategy that led to the defeat in Vietnam which we now believe is the cause of the crisis.

Remember the lessons of the past and be prepared for the future.

As Time Goes On...Leo House

by George Byam

We were happy to announce that Leo House would have a brand new executive director, bringing with him a wealth of experience and a fresh perspective. Leo House has been a cornerstone for many people in the city, providing a safe and supportive environment for those in need.

Leo House’s commitment to its mission has only grown stronger over the years, and we are excited to see what the future holds for our community. Let’s continue to support Leo House and all of its important work.

What A Zoo!

by Tom Hackett

On May 17, 1970, there was a very large antiwar demonstration in the city, sponsored by the Committee of San Francisco. There were several thousand people marching and carrying signs reading “Stop the War.” The police were present, but they did not try to stop the march.

Leo House is a place where people can find support and comfort, especially during difficult times. Our staff works tirelessly to ensure that everyone who walks through our doors feels valued and respected. We believe in providing a safe space for all, regardless of their background or circumstances.

In recognition of this, we are excited to announce the establishment of a new program at Leo House: the Leo House Resource Center. This center will provide resources and support to members of our community who may be facing challenges.

The Leo House Resource Center will offer a range of services, including counseling, employment assistance, and legal help. We are committed to ensuring that everyone who uses our services receives the support they need.

We are thrilled to be able to offer this new program to our community, and we encourage anyone who may need our help to reach out to us.

It’s Lonely In Boston

by Bob Begin

Today, I found out the truth about the Leo House. It was only last week that I found out about the Leo House, and I was shocked. I had no idea that Leo House was involved in such a dark and sinister scheme.
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The Election ‘70

Commitment and Elections

by John Wayne

In this election year, the question of our political future is crucial. The choice of candidates for Congress, the presidency, and other offices will determine the course of our country for years to come.

May 1970 was a very significant time for the United States. There were debates and discussions on many issues, such as foreign policy, civil rights, and the war.

I believe that the candidates who are running are not truly committed to the cause of our country. They are more concerned with gaining the support of the voters than with doing what is truly right for the nation.

I urge all citizens to vote for candidates who are truly committed to our country’s future. Let us not let our country be led astray by candidates who are more concerned with personal gain than with the welfare of our nation.

What a Zoo!

by Tom Hackett

As the season of elections approaches, it is important to consider the candidates and their platforms. We must be vigilant in ensuring that our voices are heard and our interests are represented.

It’s Lonely in Boston

by Bob Begin

I am often alone in my room on the south floor of my own private little world and watched behind the windows of the little house in Mid-Boston. I was not only happy but also lonely. I felt that there was just one other person in the world, and that was my secret.

I thought that I was the only person who could feel like that. I always felt that there was a link between us. It was as if we were connected in some way.

I am looking forward to meeting you and sharing my experiences with you.
GRIDMEN GORE GAELS 33 - 0 POUND PROVIDENCE; ANNIHILATE ASSUMPTION

MURRAY MULLIGAN, also scored 3 T.D.'s against Iona, takes handoff from Q.B. Jim Wilkins. WILKINS aims pass in direction of Flanker Chuck Brown. Q.B. engineered romp of Iona Friday night. Behind good blocking.

Run Unbeaten Streak To 4-0
Blank Opponents For 14 Quarters

by Kevin Donnelly

The Vikings completed the first half of the season against Iona last Friday and remained unbeaten by closing their archivials 3-0. They previously defeated Providence and Assumption 40-0, making it the most successful road trip the champions have ever taken.

The Vikings met a tough defensive club in Providence, and Murray Mulligan scored the only touchdown of the game on a pass from junior quarterback Jim Wilkins. The PAT was blocked. Late in the game Don Hinchee caught the Providence quarterback in his own end zone giving the Vikings an 8-0 lead at the game came to a close.

It was won in Worcester, Mass., where the Vikings played Assumption. Murray Mulligan opened the game up when he ran a 30-yard run after only 4 plays. Bob Dickinson ran the ball to the Assumption 4, and through to middle. Jim Wilkins came up with another good passing game. He hit for a 46-yard pass and ran the ball 4 pounds through to middle and scored.

The second quarter the Vikings came up with another good passing game. He hit for a 46-yard pass and ran the ball 4 pounds through to middle and scored. Don Cappoto took over for Wilkins in the second half and moved the ball in an early touchdown. The Vikings starting in their own 40 moved down to the Iona 11. The big play being a 22-yard pass from Wilkins to Chuck Brown. Three plays later Mulligan was in for the touchdown. The extra point try was missed giving the Vikings an early 6-0 lead.

Iona could not get moving as major penalties killed most of their drives in the first quarter. Cotton Nash stopped an Iona drive by intercepting a pass which was deflected by Jack McConkey. The Vikings could not get on the scoreboard again the second quarter as the big defensive unit of the Gaels tightened. Halfway through the second quarter the Vikings put together the second drive of the game. Fine running by Hasbroock and Mulligan along with two major penalties against Iona brought the ball to the Iona 30. From there Wilkins pitched out to Mulligan. Murray showed some fine open field running as he cut back to go 30 yards for the Viking's second touchdown. Bob Scott and Chuck Brown threw the blocks that freed Murray downfield. The second point conversion was missed.

Before the half was over Iona put their first sustained drive together. Moving from deep inside their own territory the Gaels moved down to the Viking 20 before the clock ran out to end the half. The Gaels were looking for revenge as the second half opened. The tables turned quickly on them as Bill Rooney the kick-off 85 yards for his first touchdown of the season. Dan Faison was credited with throwing the key block enabling Rooney to turn the corner. Iona was unable to recover as Bill O'Reilly kicked the PAT making it 19-0.

Murry Mulligan kept the Vikings rolling by going 31 yards for his third touchdown of the night. Again it was Chuck Brown and Bob Scott who threw the key blocks downhill.

Don Cappoto took over for Wilkins in the fourth quarter and guided the Vikings to their fifth touchdown. Mark Rovinski was given the honors from the two John Yasko added the extra point that ended the scoring with Marcin on top 33-0.

This win was the most satisfying win of the season for the Vikings. It brought their season mark to 4-0 and their consecutive string to 7. The defensive unit of the Vikings lead by captains Dean Gaddal and Jack McConkey have allowed just one touchdown this season. The Viking opponents, who have a ways feared the Viking defensive units in the past, have the finest unit put together to contend with this season. The defensive unit allowed only 118 total yards, intercepting four Iona passes. Jack McConkey had two along with one each by Cotton Nash and Henry Blum.

Henry Blum has found a home at inside linebacker. Blum intercepted a key pass in the Providence game to stop a fluor driver late in the game. Against Iona Blum dugged the middle allowing the Gaels no running room inside.

Don Hinchee along with Cotton Nash, at the defensive end spots have done a fabulous job all year. The outside linebackers, Mike Erts and Bill Owens, have shown that they can cover the pass as well as stopping any opponent running game to the outside. Russ Bianco and Paul Lacombe give the Viking defense the best pass rush the defense has had in a long time, together. This has enabled the defense to take advantage of the Viking consisting of Jack McConkey, Jim Wilkins and Dylan Reaves to intercept 11 passes.

Ron Levine has built the best offensive unit in Viking history. With Jim Wilkins at the helm the Vikings have totaled over 95 points in 4 games giving them a 24 point average. Murray Mulligan has added a good offensive threat along with the fine inside ability of Dick Hasbroock.

The addition of Chuck Brown has allowed the Vikings to open up their passing game. As of last week Chuck was the second leading pass receiver in club football. Bob Scott and Bill Paccone give the Vikings the longest pass. These fine receivers have taken advantage of most defensive threats.

The offensive line has been one of the best seen at Marist. Cotton Nash and Mark Rovinski are the only returning starters. Paul Vail, Tom Cappoto, Charles Van Nostrand, Charlie Scott, along with Frank Vancanore showed what they could do against Iona as the Viking runners to gain close to 500 yards against the Gaels.

With the big win last Friday the Vikings are looking forward to return to home against Catholic University.

COACH TOM LEVINE, whose defense hasn't allowed a point in 36 games, is carried off field at last night's tilt.